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Welcome to the fifth edition of the English Department Yearbook.
The fundamental rationale of the Yearbook is to enlighten, 

connect, enthuse and entertain an assorted readership -- including 
alumni, staff, students, parents and other well wishers of the Department 
by showcasing a close, appropriate and candid picture of the Department 
-- its people, its programmes, its history, its challenges, its resources 
and its mission. In the originality of its conception, in the excellence of 
its writing and visual presentation and in its commitment to accuracy, 
healthy discourse and editorial balance, the Yearbook attempts to 
mirror the values and the quality of the Institution itself. This Yearbook 
brings forth a portrayal of the functioning of the Department in the just 
concluded academic year, 2019-20. The Editorial Board of English 
Department Yearbook 2020 proudly presents its unique creation which 
will be the platform to highlight the literary and artistic segment of 
English Department for the academic year 2019-20. The EDYB 2020 
will be the bridge between flowing thoughts and artistic magnification 
as it highlights the educational, cultural and sports activities of the 
Department.

Dr. Nisha Thomji Varghese
Head of the Department of English



‘Historians’  of  St.  Albert’s  College  such  as  Prof  Premus  Perinchery,  Former  Head, 
Department  of  Oriental  Languages, tells us that the college started in the twin Gothic 

style buildings of St. Albert’s School on 16 July 1946, a year before Indian independence. It is not 
clear if an English Department existed in those hazy days. However, the college was shifted to 
the present campus in 1951, even though the work of the new building was incomplete as yet. 

The Department of English has always been blessed with resourceful faculty members right from 
its inception to the present. The Late Prof K.J.S Cleetus, father of our former Principal Prof Harry 
Cleetus and one of the students of the first batch of St. Albert’s College mentions Rev. Fr. Bonaventure 
and Prof Velayudhan Nair, popularly known as ‘Shakespeare Velayudhan’ as the English faculty of 
St. Albert’s College in its infancy.

The following are the former faculty members of the Department:
• Prof. A.P Matthai (1948-1974)
• Prof. P.M Thomas Pulikan (1950-80)
• Prof. E.V Stanislavos (1951-82)
• Prof. E.V Paul (1949-83)
• Prof. M.V Augustine (1952-83)
• Prof. Gerson S. Kannikal (1961-84)
• Prof. N.J Antony (1973-85)
• Prof. John Chakalakal (1961-88)
• Prof. E.A Thomas (1961-92)
• Prof. A.J Menon (1961-90)
• Prof. A.C John (1980-2004)
• Prof. Rajasekharan Kartha (1980-2015)
• Prof. K.N John Nicholas (1979-2007)
• Prof. Rejoy Alex Paul Alfes (1980-2007)
• Prof. K.P. Thomas (1982-2011)
• Dr. Thomas Sebastian (1982-2013)
• Prof. T.J Joseph Xavier (1984-2011)
• Dr. Edward Edezhath (1983-2013)
• Dr. Vijayan A.V (1983-2014)
• Dr. Leslie Thomas (1984-2016)

Faculty who have worked for a Short Periods
• Most Rev. Dr. Joseph Kelanthara
• Prof. K.J Augustine
• Rev. Fr. Joseph Thottakath
• Rev. Fr. George Chillikoodan
• Dr. K.M Tharakan
• Dr. E.V Francis
• Prof. K.J Titus
• Prof. C.T Sukumaran
• Prof. P. Eliseus
• Mr. George Vineeth N.J







Course and Curriculum
The Department offers Undergraduate and Post-graduate Programmes in English Language and 

Literature. The curriculum is designed in such a manner that it provides an incisive insight into 
various literatures, literary theory and linguistics. The students are also supposed to submit a project 
at the end of the course that initiates them into academic research. The Programmes end with a viva 
of the project which is held by a panel of external experts. 

 The Department also offers Common Course English which is common to all the degree students 
during the first and second years of under graduation. The syllabus covers an in-depth study of grammar 
and various literatures. The students are taught grammar in such a manner that they get equipped to 
use English language without grammatical errors. The literature part provides the students a taste of 
world classics. Apart from this the syllabus also incorporates literatures that discuss burning social 
issues such issues of gender, caste, race, censorship, refugee and so on.  

The outcome of the Programmes: 
• Understand and imbibe human values and make them responsible world citizens to foster

social virtues.
• Enable critical thinking in students that makes analyze various social issues
• Strengthen them to confront the challenges in life
• Understand the process of communication and equip them to properly use English Language

Assessment Methods
Apart from the semester exams two internal examinations are conducted in a semester. Moreover, 

the students are given assignments on topics within and outside the syllabus that enable them to 
acquire a comprehensive understanding of society. Students are also supposed to present seminar 
papers on these topics which is followed by a discussion in the class. This provides a good platform 
for them to share their views on different topics and think about effective solutions to the social 
problems. 

Internship 
 Apart from the curriculum the Department encourages the students to do internship at various 

companies. It is done during the vacation time so that the students fruitfully utilize their leisure time. 
The internship programme makes them invigorated to enter the job platform.  

Infrastructure  

Classrooms with sufficient benches and desks and proper ventilation provide a suitable learning 
ambience for the students. The Department has 2 desktop computers and a laptop and one class with 
LCD projector that assist ICT enabled teaching-learning process. The Department library is enriched 
with books that cater to the academic requirements of the students. The staff-room is located near the 
classrooms so that the teachers and students can easily contact. 
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Major Research Projects
Dr. Edward Edezhath successfully completed a UGC Major Research Project titled Remnants of 

Portuguese Colonization of Kochi on 2012. 
 Dr. Edward Edezhath is at present working on a UGC Major Research Project on the topic 

Documenting and Analysis of Children’s Folk Games of Kerala. Dr. Nisha Thomji Varghese the co-
investigator of this project.

RESEARCH PROJECTS
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Minor Research Projects
Dr. Leslie Thomas successfully completed a UGC Minor Research Project titled Chavittunatakam 

and Medieval European History on 2015.

Under-Graduate Level: 3-year Bachelor’s Degree in English Language and Literature – 24 seats
Post- Graduate Level: 2-year Master’s Degree in English Language and Literature – 30 seats

Programmes Offered by the Department 

Present Student Strength 

I DC English Language and Literature 22
II DC English Language and Literature 26
III DC English Language and Literature 29
I MA English Language and Literature 20
II MA English Language and Literature 28

Board of Studies
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Department Quality Assurance Cell (DQAC)

TEA @ albert’s
The English Association at St. Albert’s College, Ernakulam

The English Association, innovatively called TEA @albert’s, is an initiative of the students of the 
English Department. Although such a frame work for student activities existed in the past, it was felt 
that there was a need to streamline its functioning. The result was TEA @ albert’s which came into 
being on 3rd February, 2015. It was inaugurated by Dr. V. Nityananda Bhatt with Asst. Prof. George 
Vineeth as the Teacher Coordinator, Mr. Abhijith P., Secretary, Ms. Chandni Babu, Joint Secretary, 
Mr. Rahul James, Literary Coordinator and Mr. Sijo Antony, Arts’ Coordinator. Conforming to its 
intentions, the association has succeeded in providing quality inputs and interaction with prominent 
personalities.

The second lap of the association was successfully launched on 10th February 2016. Mr. James 
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Arpookkara, Former Chief Photographer Malayala Manorama, inaugurated TEA @ albert’s, The 
Second Course and delivered the key note address. Mr. Abhijith P., Vice President, Mr. Anurag N 
T, Secretary, Mr. Nikhil M. John, Joint Secretary, Ms. Neha George, Literary Coordinator and Ms. 
Rochelle T. Richard, Arts’ Coordinator took over as the new office bearers.

 Mr. Nikhil M John, Vice President, Mr. Benedict Jacob, Secretary, Ms. Diya M Prasad, Joint 
Secretary, Ms. Aneeta Joseph, Literary Coordinator, and Catherin Henry, Arts Coordinator were 
elected as the new office bearers for the third cycle of TEA @ albert’s.

 In the fourth course of TEA @ albert’s, Ms. Kavya Rajeevan took over the office as Vice 
President along with Ms. Diya M Prasad as Secretary, Ms. Felizita T R as Secretary, Ms. Sandra Joy 
as Literary Coordinator and Ms. Sara Das as Arts Coordinator. 

 In the fifth lap of TEA @ albert’s, Mr. Christo Jackson, Vice President, Ms. Felizita T R, 
Secretary, Sraddha Ramesh, Joint Secretary, Evan Emdor Syngkon, Literary Coordinator and Ms. 
Ann Marie Franklin, Arts Coordinator took over as the new office bearers of the Association. 

Reading Week Celebrations

Orientation Programme for the First Year Students (20/06/2019)

The Principal Dr. M.L Joseph and the Academic Coordinator Dr. Sadanandan V.S addressed the 
First year UG and PG students. The Students were given orientation about the College and its various 
curricular and co-curricular activities.
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Well begun is half done! The Freshers' Party 
for the PG batch of 2019-2021 was titled Novato 
Fiesta, and was organized by the students of II PG 
English on the 26th of July, 2019. The Freshers’ 
party was indeed filled with fun and joy. The 
party served as an icebreaking session and helped 
to establish a warm relationship with the new 
batch of students and the Department. It began 
on a formal note followed by a tea session, games 
and entertainment. ‘The newcomers were given 
various fun yet challenging tasks to perform. The 
party ended by 1.30pm in the afternoon.

FRESHERS' DAY – Novato Fiesta

VAADA – 2K19
The Freshers’ Day for the First Year UG students was conducted by the Final year UG students with 
the help of the Second year UG students on 26th July 2019. The Fresher’s Day was titled Vaada 2k19 
and the Final year students organized various games for the First-year students after an ice breaking 
session. 

CLEANING CAMPAIGN
As part of the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan observed by St. Albert’s College (Autonomous), which 

kick started a week preceding the year’s Gandhi Jayanti Celebrations, students, faculty members and 
non-teaching staff who began with taking small initiatives at cleaning their homes, classrooms and 
surroundings, took to the streets of Kochi on Oct 2nd, 2019. The allocated location for the Department 
of English was the premises in and around the North Town Hall. The session was inaugurated by 
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Yesudas Parapalli, and was followed by 
students armed with masks, gloves and 
spades cleaning the assigned spaces. Local 
awareness was also spread by carrying self-
made placards and posters highlighting 
the importance of hygiene. The session 
culminated at the Kaloor Stadium where the 
students were provided lunch

NTA NET Coaching
NTA NET Coaching was conducted on the 23rd and 30th of November, 2019.  It was open to 

aspirants in St. Albert’s College (Autonomous) as well as other colleges.

Albertian English Language Programme (AELP) Interview
The teachers of the Department conducted interview for the first-year degree students to allocate 

them into the different categories of the Albertian English Learning Programme. AELP classes began 
on 1st July 2019 and was completed successfully by the mid of September 2019. 
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Convocation Ceremony – UG and PG (29/06/2019)

Orientation on Higher Education
Ms. Neha George, alumnus of the Department, 

currently a student at Central University of 
Hyderabad, conducting an orientation class on 
higher education.

Lecture by Sri. Tushar Gandhi
The Department of English and Friends of Tibet organized a lecture by Sri. Tushar Gandhi on the 

topic “Students and Education: A Beacon of Hope for Future India in the Post Truth/Post Human 
Age”. It was followed by an interactive session where Sri. Gandhi answered the questions of the 
students.

Glimpses: An Extended Classroom - Visit to Mercy Home
As a part of learning William Shakespeare’s King Lear, the students visited the St. Teresa’s Mercy 

Home, Ernakulam. The programme helped the students to understand the theme of ‘rejection.’
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Tea@Albert’s Poetry Fest
The young poet Ms. Parvaty Salil 

addressed the students and recited her poems 
as a part of the Poetry Fest.

Talk by Dr. Krishnan Unni
Dr. Krishnan Unni, Associate Professor, Delhi 
University addressing the students

Student Visit to Painting Exhibition
The students of the III BA English visited the painting exhibition of artist Jayakumar at Durbar 

Hall Art Gallery. They also had an interaction with the curator.
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Talk on TESOL
Dr. Giju Paul speaking to the students on 
TESOL

Albertian Swachata Mission 2019
Department of English

DAY- I
SWACCHTHA – SELF AWARENESS
Presentations by students and teachers to instill the spirit in everyone to build a clean nation

DAY- 2
SWACCHTHA - ENTE KUDUMBAM
The students interestingly participated in Swachata Kudumbam by cleaning their houses. The 
programme made them more conscious about keeping the home and surroundings clean.
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DAY-3 
CHANGATHIKOOTAM
The students formed neighbourhood groups and cleaned 

their surroundings. They also visited houses in their locality 
to make the people aware about keeping their places clean to 
save Mother Earth.

DAY- 4 
SWACHHTHA- ENTE CLASSROOM
Students cleaning the classroom
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DAY-5
SWACHHTHA- ENTE KALALAYAM

Students cleaning the College campus

The Students of the Department 
of English won the first place in the 
inter-Department al poster making 
competition in connection with Gandhi 
Jayanti.

DAY-6 
SWACCHTHA - ENTE NAAD
Students of the Department cleaned the streets and 
created awareness among the public about the importance 
of cleanliness and limiting the use of plastic.

Cleaning the street
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The students of the Department performed 
a flash mob as a part of Gandhi Jayanti 
celebrations. The performance emphasized 
the need to keep our surroundings clean for 
a healthy life.

LEBENAH AHEB: KEY HANDING OVER CEREMONY
The Department of English, as part of its social outreach programme assisted Smt. Jolly Gabriel, 

Non-teaching staff of the college in building her house. The programme was initiated by Dr. Nisha 
Thomji Varghese, Assistant Professor, Department  of English, who coordinated various aspects 
including raising finances for the construction. The key of the newly built house was handed over to 
Smt. Jolly on 7th December, 2019. Rev. Fr. Antony Arackal, the Chairman and Manager, St. Albert’s 
College, Rev. Fr. Jolly John Odathakkal, the Assistant Manager and Rev. Fr. John Christopher 
Vadassery, the Vice Principal blessed the newly built house on the occasion. 
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Department of English at the Albertian Educational Expo 2020
The following interesting themes and ideas were showcased by the students of English:

I BA ENGLISH
‘Windows to British History’- The main objective of the exhibit was to acquaint the visitors with 

the four important ages of British History - The Elizabethan age, Caroline age, Jacobean age and the 
Commonwealth age. A selfie corner was setup where party masks, selfie frames etc. were provided, 
which made the stall more attractive. ‘Emojica Gala,’ the fun game provided entertainment to the 
visitors. 

II BA ENGLISH
Literature Express- The Students made a model of a train which functioned as a mini cinema hall. 

The exhibit portrayed the evolution of selected genres of movies from the 1960s to the 2000s. As the 
spectators sitting inside the train would look outside, they could watch the clippings of the selected 
movies that displayed the vital differences that have taken place in cinema over the years. The students 
also made charts to make the visitors understand the changes that have swept the silver screen. 
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III BA ENGLISH
   
‘A Requiem to E-waste’- the initiative of the III BA English students provided methods to convert 

e-waste into useful items. 

I MA EXPO STALL – SEXUAL ABUSE AGE NO BAR GENDER NO BAR
A team of first year Post Graduate English students showcased a powerful theme putting up a 

stall based on the violence against men and women in the world for the Albertian International Expo 
conducted by the college on the 9th, 10th and 11th of January, 2020. The team, through their three-
day stall, raised their voices against the violence that was, and is still prevalent in the society against 
people irrespective of their age or gender through newspaper cut outs, inspiring books especially ones 
penned by rape victims, that spoke aloud about unspoken and hidden truths. The thousands that came 
in to witness the Expo, especially the school children, were left inspired, with a thought-provoking 
message in their minds to react against unjust socio-cultural practices.

 

EXPO – II MA ENGLISH – FACT/FAKE
The students of II MA English put up a stall that went 

by the title Fact/Fake. The installation put up was based 
on the theory of Post-truth. Post- truth is a term that breeds 
to evoke an emotional rejoinder to the use of emotion to 
drive new political dynamics. It suggests that there once 
was truth, but we as a polity have relinquished it in favor 
of lies that appeal to our emotional inclinations. In the 
era of post- truth, the query on truth forms a discourse 
that comes across ideological questions such as what is 
real, what is truth, what is fact and what is authenticity.

Students took turns to explain to the visitors, the 
ideas showcased in the stall.
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EXPO – CAREER STALL
A career stall was put up by a team from the Post Graduate Department of English of St. Albert’s 

College (Autonomous) for the Albertian International Expo, conducted on the 9th, 10th and 11th of 
January, 2020. The stall was an eye opener for the thousands who came in to witness the Expo. It 
was very thought provoking and enlightening, especially for the school graduates. Student volunteers 
from the PG Department of English briefed them about the various career opportunities available 
in English language. The three-day Expo was a great success in leaving each one of the visitors 
with ample ideas on the English language and its various career opportunities. Apart from the usual 
language areas that are often ignored at any exhibition, this team succeeded with their relevant power 
point presentation and an active detailed explanation on the numerous fields for the visitors to look 
into.

ALBERTIAN KNOWLEDGE SUMMIT 2020
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Rev. Fr. John Christopher Vadassery, the Vice- Principal of the College inaugurated the seminar 
titled, “Post of the Posts: An Introduction to Post Truth and Post Human Discourses.” The principal 
Dr. M.L Joseph presided over the inaugural ceremony. Dr. Appu Jacob John, Assistant Professor, 
CMS College, Kottayam offered felicitations on the occasion. Dr. Nisha Thomji Varghese, the Head 
of the Department of English and Dr. Mary Sapna Miranda, Assistant Professor and the coordinator 
of the seminar, spoke on the occasion. The morning session of the seminar comprised of two plenary 
sessions which were led by Dr. Saji Mathew, Associate Professor, School of Letters, Mahatma 
Gandhi University, Kottayam and Dr. Prasad Pannian, Associate Professor, Department  of English 
and Comparative Literature, Central University of Kerala, Kasargod. The afternoon sessions were 
exclusively for paper presentations. Teachers, research scholars and students from various colleges 
presented thought provoking papers based on the topic Post-Truth and 
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ALUMNI MEET 2020

A Retrospective Rendezvous
 ‘A Retrospective Rendezvous,’ the Alumni Meet of the Department of English, St. Albert’s 

College, Ernakulam was held on 15th February 2020. The programme began with a formal meeting. 
Dr. Nisha Thomji Varghese, the Head of the Department of English welcomed the gathering. The 
meeting was presided over by Rev. Fr. Jolly John Odathakkal. The reminiscence by Dr. Edward 
Edezath, former Professor, Department of English, enthralled the audience as he shared his glorious 
experiences as a teacher at St. Albert’s College. Around fifty people including the retired teachers 
and alumni participated in the event. The meeting was followed by tea time, which paved the way 
for informal interaction as well as camaraderie. Many of them shared memories of their college days. 
The event provided an opportunity for the participants to look back to their past and get refreshed for 
fruitful days ahead. Dr. Gayathri P.J., Department of English proposed the vote of thanks.   
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INTRA DEPARTMENT SPORTS MEET

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH ST ALBERT’S COLLEGE AUTONOMOUS

The Intra Department sports meet of the Department of English was held on 05-02-2020 at the St 
Albert’s College ground, Kaloor. The programme began at 8:30am with an assembly, and was flagged 
of with a march past led by Dr Sajeev Jos, HOD of physical Department of St Albert’s College 
(Autonomous). Dr. Nisha Thomji Varghese (Head, Department of English), Mrs. Daisy Roshan 
Rebera (Head, PG Department English), and other faculty members of the Department graced the 
occasion with their presence. All the students and staff members were dressed in white and blue, as 
per the colour code. There were several athletic and non-athletic events which generated an active 
participation from the part of all students. Refreshments were provided at regular intervals. The main 
attraction of the day was the Aerobic Dance competition. The results were announced and prizes were 
distributed, and the events came to an end by 2:00pm. 

College Sports Day 2020
 The Department of English won the overall championship in the Annual Sports Day of the 

College.
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FAREWELL – Ok Bye!
On February 24th, the students of the Post-Graduate Department of English conducted a Farewell 

Party with the title Ok Bye. The programme began with a welcome speech addressed by Arathi 
Saleef of 1 MA English. After that, the faculty members spoke wonderful memories they had with the 
students. It was followed by a dance performance by the I MA students, and a fun session where all 
the outgoing students were included in games and other tasks. As a token of love and appreciation, a 
memento was gifted to them. After the lunch, the programme winded up with vote of thanks delivered 
by Neena S. Mohan.

The farewell for the Final year UG students was held 
on 24th February 2020. The programme was a grand 
initiative of the II-year students. They collaborated with 
the I year students to organize cultural entertainment, 
fun games and a sumptuous lunch to make the event a 
memorable one.  

FAREWELL
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